


 

 Though 2021 was by no means what we would call “typical,” we 
did see a return to form at the Prince County Hospital Foundation. 
Some programs did return after a Covid-19 hiatus in 2020 and we 
expect more to come back in 2022. In particular, we were heartened to 
see so many community partners hold fundraisers for PCH in 2021. 
Events like these (large scale and more modest in size) truly make a 
great impact in patient care at PCH. So, when you see an event like 
the “Back to Basics” Car Show or Harness the Hope at Red Shores, 
please support generously and know that you too are changing lives 
each day at your hospital. These community fundraisers are part of 
a varied mix of fundraising efforts that combine to ensure we reach 
our goals each year. 

 Whether a personal gift in memory of a loved one, a group’s 
pancake breakfast, a large corporate gift or the incredible success of 
Grass Roots and Cowboy Boots, each plays an essential role in keeping 
PCH equipped for patient care. In those ways and many more, you and 
people just like you from across this island have made an incredible 
impact in the lives of your family, friends, and neighbours.

 It is thanks to those many facets that we are pleased to say that 
we were able to fully fund every single piece of medical equipment 
on the 2021 Vital Signs greatest needs list. You’ll note within this 
document that some of these items are already on-site and helping 
patients while others are at various stages of the ordering process. 
In fact, our Digital Mammography Unit — the key piece in the 2021 
appeal— is slated for arrival this spring thanks to your gifts. 

 We hope you enjoy this combined newsletter and 2021 Annual 
Report. It is a great reminder of the difference we made together in 
2021 and a preview of the opportunities we have this year at PCH.

Thank you for your steadfast support.

 

Rick Kennedy,
President,  
Prince County Hospital Foundation

 

 

 
     

 

 

 
     

 
     

 
     

 
     



The past two years have been an extremely challenging time for 
healthcare due to the Global Covid-19 pandemic with its direct 
impacts being felt across our province and at Prince County 
Hospital. As with many challenges put before our dedicated 
and talented team at PCH, our teams continually demonstrated 
professionalism and resilience to continue caring for our 
community. Our facility adapted quickly to continue providing 
safe quality care in an ever-evolving health setting. 

PCH had been challenged with significant physician and nurse 
staffing pressures that threatened the continuity of services. With the support of the Recruitment 
and Retention Secretariat, the City of Summerside, the Summerside Chamber of Commerce and our 
Foundation, we have been able to make significant gains in many areas such as welcoming a full 
complement of general surgeons to our hospital and a number of critical care nurses to our ICU and 
Emergency Departments. We were inspired when the City and the Foundation partnered to create the 
most aggressive and successful recruitment incentive in the country for experienced ICU nurses in an 
effort to respond to our call for help.

Though staffing challenges remain, we are not only seeing staff choose to stay here, but also seeing many 
more decide to call PCH home. As we move forward, we will continue to focus on the provision of high 
quality care that builds on the strength of our people and exceeds the expectations of our community. 
Our path forward will be rooted in thinking differently by embracing new models of care, exploring 
new and innovative technologies and processes, and focusing on our truest strength — our people.

In closing, I would like to say thank you for your support of the PCH Foundation, your hospital, and 
the healthcare professionals within its walls.

Paul Young,  Administrator for the Prince County Hospital

At the beginning of 2022 we welcomed three new members to 
the PCH Foundation’s volunteer board of directors. Jaclyn Waite 
is a Partner at MRSB Chartered Professional Accountants Inc. 
in Summerside, managing Western PEI operations while living 
in Breadalbane with her partner Nathan Key. Georgia Ellis is 
the Branch Manager of Scotiabank Summerside, a consistent 
and valued supporter of the PCH Foundation. A longtime 
Rotarian, Georgia lives with her husband Dave in Summerside 
where they raised their two children. Dr. Daniel Albrechtsons 
is a Paediatrician who recently joined Prince County Hospital. 
Originally from Newfoundland, Daniel’s training took him to 
McGill, Memorial and Dalhousie Universities before moving here 
to Summerside with his wife  Katriena and their young son.
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Ruth, Norman, and their children - 2000
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When you make a memorial gift, we are able to 
notify family members that a gift has been made 
in memory of their loved one using the cards in 
the above photo (no gift amount is included). You 
need only provide an address for this free service 
while making your gift. 

These thoughtful and generous gifts of 
remembrance raised over $97,000 for medical 
equipment at PCH in 2021 alone; a great impact 
in patient care.

If you would like to pay tribute to a friend or 
loved one, please visit our office in the PCH lobby 
(Mon-Fri, 8 AM - 4 PM), call (902) 432-2547 or 
give securely online at pchcare.com

 

Keep up with us 
between newsletters!

Just search 
“PCH Foundation” on

these platforms.



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 



Your donations brought a new Cobas Pro Chemistry 
Analyzer to PCH this past fall. This piece of Laboratory 
equipment is the first of its kind to “go live” in Canada. 
It is the workhorse of the PCH Lab, handling over half a 
million tests annually. It performs such routine work as 
cholesterol, glucose, electrolyte levels to more specialized 
and time-sensitive testing such as Troponin levels for 
Emergency Department patients experiencing chest pain. 



President Betty Robertson presents a 
$20,000 gift to the PCH Foundation’s 
Managing Director Heather Matheson 
at Grass Roots & Cowboy Boots in the 
autumn of 2021.



InnovatioNTHE HOME OF



Estate of Amy Pearle Cameron

 Estate of John H. Corbett

Barb A. Gallant

Estate of Roy H. Johnston
 

D. Alex & Kay MacDonald Endowment Fund

Honourable Lloyd G. MacPhail &  
Helen M. MacPhail

Estate of Phyllis Mae MacLean

In memory of my mother  
Verna Daisy (Ross) Maxwell

 In memory of Dr. Benson Riehl

The Family of Alan & Julia Robinson

Wavell & Sandra Sabine

Estate of David Scales

Maynard & Jo-Anne Schurman & Family

Estate of Georgie E. Simmons

Making a legacy gift is simply considering people and causes that are important to you and making 
arrangements now to continue supporting them in the future.  The Foundation has received legacy 
donations through gifts in wills, transfer of existing life insurance policies, and through stock gifts. 
When you leave a legacy to the PCH Foundation, your gift is endowed, meaning the principal amount 
will remain intact and will be prudently invested. Only the revenues generated by this gift are allocated 
to the purposes established by the Foundation Board of Directors, such as the annual equipment fund. 
These endowed gifts from 2021 are featured on our Legacy of Giving Donor Wall. 








